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1. New Petzl stretcher

Community Grants (2014/15) for
covering the costs of the hauling
system (straps), carry bag and
freight. The new stretcher will be
stored at Caveside with the other
ACRC (Nth Tas.) gear. Several key
people have access to the store if
Deb is not there.

2. Honeycomb 21st September
2014
On Saturday 21st September, 13
people both old and new met from
the Northern Caverneers and Mole
Creek Caving Club, plus new Parks
ranger Dave Fulford. Welcome to
Dave, who takes on roles in cave
and karst management at Mole
Creek. Southern Tasmanian
Caverneers members were absent,
they are busy preparing for the four
day course late October (see below).

Figure 1: Petzl NEST stretcher showing
haul straps. Photo: Cathie Plowman.

Deb Hunter (Nth Tas. ACRC coordinator) secured two grants via the
Mole Creek Caving Club covering
most of the cost of this new state of
the art stretcher. It arrived just in time
for the biannual inter-club exercise.
Search and rescue capacity has
been substantially enhanced by this
purchase, majority-funded by the
Community Enterprise Foundation™
(Deloraine and Districts Community
Bank® Grants Program). Thanks
also to Meander Valley Council

We rotated between three activities:
stretcher familiarization, vertical skills
practices and cave rescue
communications. It was resolved at
the last meet (joint ACRC and SES
scenario exercise, March 2014), that
the Michie phones will be at hand for
practice every time we meet.

Figure 2: The crew September 2014.
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The ACRC (nth Tas.) has been
meeting twice yearly for three years
now, but it had been 2 years since
single rope rescue skills were
practiced. On that occasion,
mainland ACRC friends facilitated an
event called “Safely off the Rope.”
Since then, we participated in a Tas
Police demonstration/familiarization
of their vertical extraction gear. Their
rigging toys and “barrow boy”
extraction were impressive where
they had lots of room. However,
inside the cave cavers are still the
most important people because of
our cave familiarity, expertise and
minimal impact in affecting a rescue.
The new Petzl stretcher was quite a
hit, although it is lengthy to transport
through a cave with its stays in place.
A more convenient carry bag will be
purchased. Many people don’t
understand that caves are testing
environments where casualty
recovery to the surface can be
difficult and time consuming. As
search and rescue volunteers,
cavers will be better protected in
recovery of casualties who are not
members of our clubs. Further, in
assisting the Police and SES, a
proprietary piece of equipment like
this ticks all their legal boxes. A
logbook will show the complete
history of the new stretcher including
maintenance and inspection and that
the skills of the volunteers are up to
date, protecting us from frivolous
legal liability claims. Deb was
congratulated on the initiative. The
Paraguard was visibly aged and
lacked a logbook, while the skedstyle number is hand-made. The
advantages and disadvantages of
each were compared.
Ropes were set up around the trees
and people trogged up. Few people
got as far as rope pick-offs, but

important skills were practiced, gear
adjustments carried out to improve
efficiency and necessary upgrades
and replacements noted.

Figure 3: Janice and Jess (Bayles)
discovered a new way to pick off and
lower using the patient’s descender
(requires conscious patient!).

The clubs resolved to practice pickoffs and complete skills and gear
upgrades before the next event.
The Michie Mark II phone units were
set up and practiced with. A reminder
that there are now 12 kits counting
the Mark I units. Ken had made an
effective base station earth to
improve efficiency at base. Cavers
were reminded of the metre markers
on the yellow phone line to indicate
distance inside the cave. Speaking
clearly across the mic and away from
those with the patient was worked
through. The Michie system is fine
for horizontal caves and roomy,
mostly horizontal caves like Kubla,
however systems including 2-way
radios and runners better suit gnarly
vertical caves where phone lines are
a hassle.
We had minimal impact on the cave
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during this event, not even entering
except to admire repair of erosion

skilled mainland ACRC cavers and
those Tasmanians who attended the

and new steps for visitors at the main
entrance. Hopefully, casual visitors
will be more likely to remain in that
big arch where they can see heaps,
but not go further in where they are
more likely to endanger themselves
and need a rescue. More in the
TSLC minutes.

Al Warild course. It is intended to put
the Petzl stretcher to the test in
vertical extraction, see what it can do.
We will also polish those vertical
pick-offs and get the Michies out
once more. This will be a two day
event.

4. Reading list for the month:
ASF Minimal Impact Cave Rescue
Code
http://www.caves.org.au/administrati
on/codes-and-standards
Al Warild Vertical
http://cavediggers.com/vertical/
Figure 4: Bank restoration and new
steps for tourists at Honeycomb Cave.

Many participants retired to the Mole
Creek Hotel for welcome
refreshments and a meal plus a
meeting of the Tasmanian
Speleological Liaison Council.
Dave and Deb continued a surveying
project elsewhere in the system the
next day.

3. Upcoming events
As you have probably seen on email
lists, the Southern Tasmanian
Caverneers are hosting Al Warild for
an ASF-funded condensed four-day
vertical rescue course 23-26 October
2014. Enquiries: Andreas Klocker
Andreas.Klocker@utas.edu.au
Next ACRC (Nth Tas.) event: 28 and
29 March 2015. Will be very much
like the previous Safely off the Rope
in 2012, probably run with help from

Life On A Line
http://www.lifeonaline.com/

5. What is the ACRC not?
The ACRC is a commission of the
Australian Speleological Federation
(Inc.). The members of the
Federation are the clubs. Events
held in the name of the ACRC are
not training events, because the
neither ACRC or its umbrella
organization, the ASF, are a
Registered Training Organisation
(RTO).
When cavers get together under the
ACRC banner, it lends us a collective
identity and provides a forum within
which to share our knowledge and
skills. And it’s a recognisable and
respectable brand.
Deb Hunter September 2014

